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How our workshops help 
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There are three main 
factors that prevent 
organisations from 
adopting new technology.
Does this sound familiar? 
Is your organisation trying to 
develop a modern workplace 
to enable hybrid working, but 
you find the path blocked by 
the above scenarios?

Credibility
“The technology has the features we need, 

but will it work for my organisation?”

“How can I be sure this is the 
right solution to choose?”

Stakeholder buy-in
“I’m convinced this is the right tool, but 
how can I demonstrate the benefit to 
decision makers in a real-world scenario?”

“How can I get the support of the 
business to make this move?”

Disruption
“I know we need this technology, 
but we don’t have the resources to 
roll it out.”

“The technology is vital to our 
progression, but the teams 
are too busy to learn a new 
platform.”

The good news is that our Microsoft Commerce Incentive workshops 
have been designed to help you overcome each of these scenarios. 
In each of our workshops, we’ll provide a demonstration of the technology designed to meet your business requirements, as 
well as provide a roadmap for implementation and management, and an adoption framework. Our interactive and collaborative 
workshops involve your key stakeholders, so you can make the right decision for your business. Be ready to easily take the next 
step when you decide which solution is the best fit for your business. 

We’ll even help you build use cases and identify ideal candidates for pilot programmes, to help you build a deployment plan and 
user adoption framework that suits your business.

As a Microsoft Solutions Partner with more than thirty years of 
delivering Microsoft solutions, we have everything you need to explore, 
plan, and deploy your modern workplace.

Your business needs to move forward. So, what’s stopping you? 

Read on to view our engagement workshops. For bespoke and deployment planning workshops, speak to one of our account 
specialists by emailing hello@core.co.uk.

mailto:hello%40core.co.uk?subject=MCAP%20Workshop%20enquiry


ART OF THE POSSIBLE WORKSHOP

Microsoft Viva
Our Microsoft Viva workshop will demonstrate how Microsoft Viva can empower your managers, 
develop culture in a hybrid workplace, and allow your employees to thrive wherever they choose to 
work.  

Discover Microsoft’s answer to the challenges surrounding the modern workplace, and how we can 
help your business get there.

Download PDF for workshop details

Request workshop

Digitally reimagine the 
employee experience
Discover how Microsoft Viva will help your people to 
be their best, and to thrive in the new reality.

In today’s world, employees want more flexible remote work 
options, and meaningful in-person collaboration. Empowering 
people to thrive in a more flexible work world requires rethinking 
everything - from how you empower managers, to how you create 
culture, to how you reimagine the employee experience.
That’s where Microsoft Viva comes in. As your employees are challenged with 
a growing imbalance between work and life, increased burnout, and decreased 
wellbeing, and your teams and organisation face diminishing social capital, there is an 
urgent need to digitally reimagine the employee experience.

Workshop overview

Kick-off 
This initial session will begin the Art 
of the Possible workshop by detailing 
required sessions as well as determining 
your selected pathway. Here, you’ll decide 
to focus your workshop on Viva Goals, 
Viva Topics, Viva Connections & Engage, 
or Viva Learning, selecting one of these 
optional pathways.

Hybrid Work 
The hybrid work session will showcase 
how Microsoft can address hybrid work 
for your business. We will define hybrid 
work and what it means in the modern 
workplace. Plus, we’ll demonstrate how 
Microsoft are addressing the challenges 
of the modern workplace.

Viva Suite Interactive Overview 
This session will provide a full overview 
of the four Viva modules (Goals, Topics, 
Connections & Engage, and Learning) to 
set the stage for your selected pathway.

What you can 
expect from the 
workshop

A prioritised list of business scenarios 
that can be addressed by deploying 
Microsoft Viva

Recommended preparation in terms 
of skills and best practices

A road map outlining potential work 
streams and dependencies with clear 
next steps

An adoption framework based on 
Core’s thirty years’ of delivering 
Microsoft Solutions

Immersive experiences that put you 
in the driver’s seat, so you can fully 
experience Microsoft Viva

Microsoft Viva - 
Art of the Possible
Powered by Microsoft, delivered by Core
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The Viva Pathways

Viva Goals

A goal-setting and management 
solution that aligns teams to your 
organisation’s strategic priorities, 
driving results and a thriving 
business.

Viva Topics

Apply AI to empower people 
with knowledge in the apps they 
use every day, and to connect, 
manage, and protect content 
across systems and teams.

Viva Connections & Engage

Viva Connections and Engage 
help support a more inclusive 
work culture with spaces for 
conversations, company news, 
and shared interests.

Viva Learning

Viva Learning empowers 
employees to prioritise their 
growth and development by 
seamlessly bringing learning into 
the flow of work.

Next steps
Core helps organisations realise the value and 
transformational impact of the Microsoft 365 
suite, so book the Microsoft Viva workshop for 
your business today.

Request your 
Microsoft Viva 
Workshop today.

Request workshop

www.core.co.uk     hello@core.co.uk     +44 20 7626 0516

Why Core?
Since 2001 when Core deployed the first installation of SharePoint in the UK, Microsoft 
products have led businesses to superior levels of productivity, security, and growth. 
Our focused experience and capabilities allow us to demonstrate excellence in what we do, 
guiding our customers through growth, reducing costs through efficiencies, and repeatedly 
driving success with world-class technology platforms.

Wherever you are on your cloud journey, we’d love to help you.
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“Thanks so much for a really informative and engaging workshop 
today. I found it well-structured and run. Lots for us to take away 

in terms of innovation and improvements.”
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https://6033395.fs1.hubspotusercontent-na1.net/hubfs/6033395/Workshop%20overviews/Microsoft-Viva-Workshop-Art-of-the-Possible.pdf
https://www.core.co.uk/cs/c/?cta_guid=651d0906-99cb-4e5b-af75-fe667962204c&signature=AAH58kFp8BFIP3BOPhj3RHtu7MMA5ktlHQ&pageId=35956324045&placement_guid=10c48a31-ed04-477a-a1b3-ebbf8f850695&click=17f76786-00ce-4edf-95f7-e7e05230df72&hsutk=2b893ffd74094f96172952005775391b&canon=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.core.co.uk%2Fmicrosoft-workshops&utm_referrer=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.core.co.uk%2F&portal_id=6033395&redirect_url=APefjpG2jxR-JzGLtz0ckNmDeLU91zt9JgIjTYBDP2lslWcnZUzoC-LQlG0acRZL1SkQJBDVSSW-tnntUJVco7X7FoXzcj2f9lMhzY8VXSvD2fws1dcnJHKv7CnrjTSmF2mgVxS7n2xvlulMNTAImvWHapP21CSl3sZG3ACnh7jQ8ld9s1GDDej24CyT728BALWHyIlA6hDPp_7XPSRawtYSGDMxN_X6QXRGXXuA6jlm2C4Lqs2H5EtK2RjbNcCb2ub9FYqb9YKiQDVK4r0bNKXeN8giWtFJL_mRfO2RuhRzEXhPj8A3NTsLmg86v_BO27uJFoiIbYaN&__hstc=52503671.2b893ffd74094f96172952005775391b.1628093566631.1639758308621.1639771759054.204&__hssc=52503671.2.1639771759054&__hsfp=1512485981&contentType=standard-page
http://www.core.co.uk
mailto:hello%40core.co.uk?subject=
https://www.core.co.uk/
https://www.facebook.com/CoreTechnologyUK/
https://www.linkedin.com/company/core-technology-systems-uk-limited/
https://twitter.com/CoreGB


ART OF THE POSSIBLE WORKSHOP

Microsoft Viva Insights
Microsoft Viva is an Employee Experience Platform that puts people at the centre by bringing 
together systems of work with systems of support into an integrated employee experience, 
providing data-driven and privacy protected insights for individuals, managers, and leaders.  

Discover how Insights transforms the modern workplace, and experience the power of data with 
our Microsoft Viva Insights workshop.

Download PDF for workshop details

Request workshop

www.core.co.uk     hello@core.co.uk     +44 20 7626 0516

“We loved his visual designs and were extremely impressed with him during 
the workshop he hosted. He even managed to get two people who are 

normally “at each other’s throats” behaving like best friends!”
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Employee experience with 
Microsoft Viva Insights
Discover how Microsoft Viva Insights helps individuals, 
managers, and leaders gain personalised insights and 
actionable recommendations that help everyone in the 
organisation thrive.
Microsoft Viva is an Employee Experience Platform that puts people at the centre 
by bringing together systems of work with systems of support into an integrated 
employee experience. Viva Insights brings together Workplace Analytics, MyAnalytics 
and Glint into a unified insights app in Teams to provide data-driven and privacy-
protected insights for individuals, managers and leaders.

Learn why your business needs Insights, discover how Insights transform the modern 
workplace, and experience the power of data with Core’s Microsoft Viva Insights Art of 
the Possible workshop.

Workshop overview

Hybrid Work 
This initial session will showcase how 
Microsoft addresses hybrid work. We 
will help define hybrid work and what it 
means to your business, setting the scene 
for the introduction to Microsoft Viva.

Viva Suite Interactive Overview 
Here we will provide a full overview of 
the four Viva modules (Goals, Topics, 
Connections & Engage, and Learning) in 
preparation for the optional pathways 
detailed on the next page.

What you can 
expect from the 
workshop

A prioritised list of business scenarios 
that can be addressed by deploying 
Microsoft Viva Insights

Recommended preparation in terms 
of skills and best practices

A road map outlining potential work 
streams and dependencies with clear 
next steps

An adoption framework based on 
Core’s thirty years’ of delivering 
Microsoft Solutions

Immersive experiences that put you 
in the driver’s seat, so you can fully 
experience Microsoft Viva

Microsoft Viva Insights - 
Art of the Possible
Powered by Microsoft, delivered by Core
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Optional pathways

Leader Inisghts

Dive deeper into aggregated 
dashboards and reports to 
help address complex business 
challenges, along with tools 
for custom analysis, and deep 
exploration.

Receive actionable 
recommendations made possible 
with leader insights and how to 
quantify the impact of change 
through custom operational 
dashboards.

Manager Inisghts

Learn how manager insights 
can help managers identify 
work patterns that can lead to 
burnout and stress, and address 
challenges head on with best 
practices and supporting research.

See how manager insights can 
help foster healthy, successful 
teams by empowering managers 
with data and recommendations.

Personal Inisghts

See how personal insights can 
help employees receive valuable 
insights to improve work patterns 
via personalised dashboard and 
digest emails.

Understand how you work and 
take action within the flow of your 
work, improving your wellbeing 
and performance..

Data Analysis and Queries

Transform data into intelligence 
by leveraging data analysis tools 
and queries.

Understand the depth and 
customisation available with Viva 
Insights analyst tools.

Privacy

Earn trust and understand 
how to manage privacy with 
a compliance and privacy 
framework for insights.

Attain a deeper understanding 
of how Insights data is used, 
handled and controlled.

Immersive Experiences

Complete your workshop with 
a set of interactive demos 
and simulations to experience 
Microsoft Viva, and see how 
Microsoft’s Employee Experience 
Platform can benefit your 
business, your managers, and 
most importantly, your employees.

Next steps
Core helps organisations realise the value 
and transformational impact of the Microsoft 
365 suite, so book the Microsoft Viva Insights 
workshop for your business today.

Request your Microsoft 
Viva Insights Workshop 
today.

Request workshop

www.core.co.uk     hello@core.co.uk     +44 20 7626 0516

Why Core?
Since 2001 when Core deployed the first installation of SharePoint in the UK, Microsoft 
products have led businesses to superior levels of productivity, security, and growth. 
Our focused experience and capabilities allow us to demonstrate excellence in what we do, 
guiding our customers through growth, reducing costs through efficiencies, and repeatedly 
driving success with world-class technology platforms.

Wherever you are on your cloud journey, we’d love to help you.
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https://6033395.fs1.hubspotusercontent-na1.net/hubfs/6033395/Workshop%20overviews/Microsoft-Viva-Insights-Workshop-Art-of-the-Possible.pdf
https://www.core.co.uk/cs/c/?cta_guid=5021f775-3d75-4852-b1b1-8102c1968459&signature=AAH58kEdy6kaTNeNxJMQWRu1QSAJfYUxOw&pageId=35956324045&placement_guid=eabc1225-bfe3-42a6-a0f0-5c538841fe20&click=3be28c83-4742-452b-a7c5-a737cbae94f0&hsutk=2b893ffd74094f96172952005775391b&canon=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.core.co.uk%2Fmicrosoft-workshops&utm_referrer=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.core.co.uk%2F&portal_id=6033395&redirect_url=APefjpEWY1ZRTWozZ3gqGd9AR8UIzbzkTIwaSOIashJCyNYvc0N7b4T7VMEdqIQrnKD9eE22JoqZgki-mP96nysSY5Taq9iSUjEZlGeT9rMSw58-bTMMhRqdn2sQfmEr7LfcSTQ9Pv8wOXiVu9hB-9J-6y6DBj_z1jNfuuWUWNd29cBNYTG2821Nd9s1JRD71FLDbdRyWu93RKZEN5jgxFPlXcf4V9POx_IqAdtRy4te-80XY_UtJHm-EO5Bbc9TNv-mL5xcIqtMSHPLdgUOQgnXLw2w2YAeO62mvEzTne3VpLF8pH_EuCo0vNLVrOOOAJwjqLjCCFumFGfuUqN6q_j2jDpjte3GyA&__hstc=52503671.2b893ffd74094f96172952005775391b.1628093566631.1639758308621.1639771759054.204&__hssc=52503671.2.1639771759054&__hsfp=1512485981&contentType=standard-page
http://www.core.co.uk
mailto:hello%40core.co.uk?subject=
https://www.core.co.uk/
https://www.facebook.com/CoreTechnologyUK/
https://www.linkedin.com/company/core-technology-systems-uk-limited/
https://twitter.com/CoreGB


ART OF THE POSSIBLE WORKSHOP

Endpoint Management with Security
Our Endpoint Management with Security workshop is a three-day engagement that has been 
designed to give your business and IT leaders an in-depth understanding of how an Endpoint 
Management Solution can provide the Modern Desktop experience your organisation needs.  

Unlock the ability to simplify IT administration and operations, and improve the end-user 
experience, while adding protection through a Zero-Trust security model.

Download PDF for workshop details

Request workshop

Enable users to be productive and 
secure, on any device, without 
compromising IT security
Today’s users are looking for more ways to remain productive while working on any 
device. 95% of organisations allow personal devices in the workspace. All these 
devices add additional risks, when you consider that 70 million smartphones are lost 
every year.

With users asking for more ways to work the way that they want, this workshop will 
show you how to manage and secure both company-owned and user-chosen devices 
in the cloud.

Why you should attend

Experience the power of modern device management and security within your own environment. 

This workshop will show you how to leverage intelligent security, risk-based controls, zero-touch provisioning, advanced analytics, 
and deep integration with the Microsoft products you already use. By attending, you can: 

Learn
Learn how to improve your 
management capabilities 
with Microsoft Intune.

Discover
Discover and protect your 
endpoints by enforcing 
policies and deploying 
security tools.

Secure
Secure your users’ 
identities with multi-
factor authentication and 
conditional access from 
any device.

Enable
Enable your users to 
be productive with the 
applications they need, 
on the devices they want.

Workshop highlights

Improve your Microsoft Secure Score 
with Microsoft Intune

Learn how to build management 
policies that protect your users, 
company data, and devices

Gain insights about your users’ 
endpoints and their compliance with 
your IT policies

Determine the best way to give your 
users access to the apps they need on 
the devices of their choosing

Calculate the ROI your organization 
can achieve by adopting the Microsoft 
solutions covered in this workshop

Endpoint Management 
with Security
Powered by Microsoft, delivered by Core
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Next steps
Core helps organisations realise the value and 
transformational impact of the Microsoft 365 
suite, so book the Endpoint Management and 
Security workshop for your business today.

Request your Endpoint 
Management & Security 
Workshop today.

Request workshop

www.core.co.uk     hello@core.co.uk     +44 20 7626 0516

Why Core?
Since 2001 when Core deployed the first installation of SharePoint in the UK, Microsoft 
products have led businesses to superior levels of productivity, security, and growth. 
Our focused experience and capabilities allow us to demonstrate excellence in what we do, 
guiding our customers through growth, reducing costs through efficiencies, and repeatedly 
driving success with world-class technology platforms.

Wherever you are on your cloud journey, we’d love to help you.

We’ll customize the workshop based on 
your organisation’s needs

Design & 
Planning 

Discovery session for 
endpoints

Customer value 
conversation 

Key results, recommendations 
and next steps

Whichever modules you select for your workshop, 
Endpoint Management with Security will deliver 
simplicity, security, and productivity.

Engagement set up

Microsoft Intune

Baseline security

Device config and management
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www.core.co.uk     hello@core.co.uk     +44 20 7626 0516

“It’s evident that so much attention and effort has gone 
into understanding our requirements and processes 

which is incredibly reassuring.”
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https://6033395.fs1.hubspotusercontent-na1.net/hubfs/6033395/Workshop%20overviews/Endpoint-Management-with-Security-Workshop-Art-of-the-Possible.pdf
https://www.core.co.uk/cs/c/?cta_guid=41563312-9ead-4ea0-929e-a8580329764a&signature=AAH58kHeWA3WZrS0_TpEee1nEX8CzMFVUA&pageId=35956324045&placement_guid=3d35fa7f-37cc-47c7-8fba-ebc5b8b73312&click=e68c3710-8922-4bfb-91c3-5b64945d5d6c&hsutk=2b893ffd74094f96172952005775391b&canon=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.core.co.uk%2Fmicrosoft-workshops&utm_referrer=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.core.co.uk%2F&portal_id=6033395&redirect_url=APefjpEYE0rxm4WZHWuTwHsqlKMsaJadpuaXE0aWl4LZLtIJwJtDtGhk8cxKS-N65W5wb9AIsRhY2N5YGUgjSWuJuBvFXu3kHr_-C-sDSASVXJ9qp2Bxlc1yOy-YYKrVb-HAokruEe4uPQYCa7s9EqRdNsoGmj6_sRjCVFc_-Eaghn6mxndyRIpO8SFtxPQzslkOUAsWvQ7FJuIymg-PKqYlGeiIhEZnWOMl_fQgoYnELx8WosxdFDjItoXNmBNEj9rPaPTesWb-FvRTlKGhwa3zjQffmZqPxJ9gtjuTUzh-jrscFFzKLcA&__hstc=52503671.2b893ffd74094f96172952005775391b.1628093566631.1639758308621.1639771759054.204&__hssc=52503671.2.1639771759054&__hsfp=1512485981&contentType=standard-page
http://www.core.co.uk
mailto:hello%40core.co.uk?subject=
https://www.core.co.uk/
https://www.facebook.com/CoreTechnologyUK/
https://www.linkedin.com/company/core-technology-systems-uk-limited/
https://twitter.com/CoreGB


ART OF THE POSSIBLE WORKSHOP

Hybrid Meetings and Rooms
The Hybrid Meetings and Rooms workshop is designed to showcase hybrid meetings through ‘art 
of the possible’ immersive experiences, use case design, and deep dive planning resulting with 
actionable recommendations to deploy and adopt Microsoft Teams Meetings and Microsoft Teams 
Rooms.  

Download PDF for workshop details

Request workshop

www.core.co.uk     hello@core.co.uk     +44 20 7626 0516

“We have tried to move forward with Teams and best practice 
with three companies now. You have been the best and by far the 

most informative and helpful.”
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What’s new in Hybrid Meetings 
This initial session will showcase Teams 
Meetings brand new features, and 
demonstrates Microsoft’s continuous 
efforts to innovate, and improve. From 
auto-recording and real-time telemetry to 
translation and related content, discover 
the latest features to hit Microsoft’s 
fastest growing platform.

Hybrid Work 
This session will showcase how Microsoft 
addresses hybrid work for our customers. 
We will help define hybrid work, explain 
what it means for our customers, and 
demonstrate how Core, using Microsoft 
solutions, are making a difference to UK 
businesses.

What you can expect

An evaluation of your current meetings 
and meeting rooms capabilities

Art of the Possible immersion 
experience to showcase Microsoft 
Teams as your hybrid meeting solution

Direction on how to transform to 
modern meetings across your entire 
organisation

Customised report with actionable 
recommendations to ensure your 
organisation can meet seamlessly and 
share information securely in a hybrid 
meetings environment

An adoption framework based on 
Core’s thirty years’ of delivering 
Microsoft Solutions

A deep dive into your selected 
workshop pathway

As workers move to working in a shared space they are faced with different types of 
rooms, like small huddle spaces and focus rooms, open communal areas or touchdown 
spaces and of course conference rooms in every shape and size. Depending on the 
space type and scenario that space is designed to support, people may be faced with 
different kinds of meeting devices like collaboration bars, Microsoft Teams Rooms and 
Surface Hubs.

The Hybrid Meetings and Rooms workshop is designed to showcase hybrid meetings 
through ‘art of the possible’ immersive experiences, use case design, and deep dive 
planning resulting with actionable recommendations to deploy and adopt Microsoft 
Teams Meetings and Microsoft Teams Rooms.

Workshop overview

Teamwork across spaces 
and devices - united by 
Microsoft Teams
Experience enhanced productivity in a single system 
within the Microsoft 365 suite.

Hybrid Meetings and 
Rooms - Art of the 
Possible
Powered by Microsoft, delivered by Core
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Next steps
Core helps organisations realise the value and 
transformational impact of the Microsoft 365 
suite, so book the Hybrid Meetings and Rooms 
workshop for your business today.

Request your Hybrid 
Meetings and Rooms 
Workshop today.

Request workshop

www.core.co.uk     hello@core.co.uk     +44 20 7626 0516

Why Core?
Since 2001 when Core deployed the first installation of SharePoint in the UK, Microsoft 
products have led businesses to superior levels of productivity, security, and growth. 
Our focused experience and capabilities allow us to demonstrate excellence in what we do, 
guiding our customers through growth, reducing costs through efficiencies, and repeatedly 
driving success with world-class technology platforms.

Wherever you are on your cloud journey, we’d love to help you.

Optional modules we also offer include:
Meetings

• Meeting Apps

• Audio Conferencing

Devices

• Microsoft Teams Rooms

• Surface Hub

• Cloud Video Interop

• Personal Devices

• Teams Panels

Virtual Events

• Live events and advanced production

• Webinars

Foundations

• What is Microsoft Teams?

• Security and Compliance

• Governance and Lifecycle

• Upgrade to Teams from Skype for 
Business

Better Meetings with Teams 
With the shear volume of online meetings 
today, there is a huge opportunity for noise 
to arise. Whether it comes in the form of 
unpreparedness, distractions, attendees not 
feeling included, or lack of follow-through 
after the meeting, meetings can be counter-
productive.

That doesn’t have to be the case. Discover 
how Teams Meetings combats distractions, 
enables follow-ups, and ensures that each 
participant is included and fully-engaged.

Hosting Virtual Events with Teams 
Live Events are intended to give one or few 
people the ability to broadcast to large groups, 
while maintaining control of the content that 
is shared across screens and audio. These 
are meant for one-to-many communications 
where the host of the event is leading the 
interactions and the audience participation is 
primarily to interact with the content being 
shared by the host.

Discover how Microsoft have enabled 
interactive virtual events to make those 
one-to-many events, more engaging, more 
memorable, and far more effective.
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https://6033395.fs1.hubspotusercontent-na1.net/hubfs/6033395/Workshop%20overviews/Hybrid-Meetings-and-Rooms-Workshop-Art-of-the-Possible.pdf
https://www.core.co.uk/cs/c/?cta_guid=7f7f308f-79ca-4046-afcf-0082a80aa9c6&signature=AAH58kE3k2emSE-vd3YyvhIZ3VTS8liKGA&pageId=35956324045&placement_guid=d1f03d32-2ad2-4e43-8c66-c05e0e9b6e2c&click=0603d3ac-3378-4b08-8e95-d069c3465569&hsutk=2b893ffd74094f96172952005775391b&canon=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.core.co.uk%2Fmicrosoft-workshops&utm_referrer=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.core.co.uk%2F&portal_id=6033395&redirect_url=APefjpHFn1CmzqUME9_3g1MlFXpnps_ya5JWPxNdsrZMuEWou0-aBgNWkyO-TeGpLIznTHUApAhiBHSg3w1Thl76MRJpi9wopTAMLkHDt2Tj89uhxQj1cRtKoDSsS9bAW-79oToONIxyCfg5rRjqF2gW7ZEDGCjR24eyen3rBmcvHjYubBEHqK7YkHU1NJkhs1BXxC01XIylZXTWIoZrAw_JG1SJ19-BvT6LNiA-bff0j1IjAPFhmMwNGBLvhMaiBp0TVuXzyQVW7d85LDT6vwHQ76zXx0IXqQ&__hstc=52503671.2b893ffd74094f96172952005775391b.1628093566631.1639758308621.1639771759054.204&__hssc=52503671.2.1639771759054&__hsfp=1512485981&contentType=standard-page
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ART OF THE POSSIBLE WORKSHOP

Modernise Communications
This workshop is designed to guide you through the process of a simplified enterprise voice solution 
with reliable, high-quality, integrated calling. Through ‘Art of the Possible’ demonstrations, use-case 
design, and deep-dive planning you will obtain actionable recommendations to deploy and adopt 
Microsoft Teams phone.  

Personalise your experience by choosing from a selection of modules to ensure your business 
receives the most value from the workshop.

Download PDF for workshop details

Request workshop

Hybrid Work 
Your employees need to be connected 
wherever they are, at any time, on 
any device – synchronously and 
asynchronously, in person and remote.

Learn how you can enable a hybrid 
working environment with flexible phone 
capabilities with a cost-effective and easy 
to manage platform.

What’s new in Teams Calling 
Teams Calling can operate using your 
existing PSTN Connectivity or via the 
cloud. However, the features are being 
continuously developed.

Discover the latest features in, such as 
seamless call transfer between devices, 
speed dial for mobile, Session Border 
Control certification and more.

Devices for Teams Phone 
An introduction to a range of Microsoft 
Devices and apps to complement your 
Teams Calling investment. From mobile 
and desktop usage, to valuable shared 
workspaces.

Whatever devices your employees need, 
this module will demonstrate that device 
limitations should not be a road block to 
modernising your communications.

Calling with Teams Phone 
In this session we’ll introduce you to 
Teams Phone, and show you how you 
can provide a complete voice solution 
in the cloud with reduced reliance 
onpremises hardware and eliminate 
points of failure.

Moving to Teams Phone 
Discover how to introduce Microsoft 
Teams Phone to your business side-by-
side with a traditional PBX, or cut over to 
a full cloud solution, minimising risk with 
pilot programmes and proof of concepts 
schemes.

Workshop 
delivarables

An evaluation of your current 
telephony and PBX needs

Environmental and workload analysis, 
including existing infrastructure and 
telephony state

Demonstration of the end-to-end 
Microsoft Teams calling experience to 
showcase Microsoft Teams Phone as 
your telephony solution

Direction on how to transition 
various user profiles into a modern 
collaboration and communication 
environment

Customised, actionable 
recommendations you can follow to 
enable and adopt Microsoft Teams 
Phone

Introducing the Modernise Communications Workshop – a modular 
engagement to experience the vision for Microsoft Teams Phone 
and advanced communication scenarios.
This workshop is designed to guide you through the process of a simplified enterprise 
voice solution with reliable, high-quality, integrated calling. Through ‘Art of the Possible’ 
demonstrations, use-case design, and deep-dive planning you will obtain actionable 
recommendations to deploy and adopt Microsoft Teams phone.

Core modules

Modernise 
Communications - 
Art of the Possible
Powered by Microsoft, delivered by Core
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ENGAGE WORKSHOP

Next steps
Core helps organisations realise the value and 
transformational impact of the Microsoft 365 
suite, so book the Modernise Communications 
workshop for your business today.

Request your Modernise 
Communications 
Workshop today.

Request workshop

www.core.co.uk     hello@core.co.uk     +44 20 7626 0516

Why Core?
Since 2001 when Core deployed the first installation of SharePoint in the UK, Microsoft 
products have led businesses to superior levels of productivity, security, and growth. 
Our focused experience and capabilities allow us to demonstrate excellence in what we do, 
guiding our customers through growth, reducing costs through efficiencies, and repeatedly 
driving success with world-class technology platforms.

Wherever you are on your cloud journey, we’d love to help you.

Optional modules we also offer include:

PSTN Connectivity

If you plan on running Teams 
Calling via your existing PSTN 
connectivity, this optional module 
is for you We’ll unlock Teams 
Calling Plans, Direct Routing, 
Operator Connect and even Audio 
Conferencing, and demonstrate 
how you can modernise your 
communications without 
overhauling your infrastructure.

Management

A key feature of Microsoft’s feature 
rich communications platform is 
the management portal. Designed 
to be intuitive and familiar, the 
cloud-based platform enables 
simplified administration for 
greater productivity, and enhanced 
call quality features putting you in 
control.

Foundations

In this module we’ll cover the 
basics of Microsoft Teams, 
introducing features covering 
security and compliance, 
governance and lifecycle, and even 
how to upgrade to Teams from 
Skype for Business.

Advanced

You may already have an 
understanding of Microsoft Teams 
Calling, but do you know about the 
advanced feature set available to 
businesses?

Learn how you can make the most 
of Teams Calling, with Call Queues 
and Auto-Attendants, Contact 
Center, Call Recording, Session 
Border Controller, and more.

Whichever modules you select for your 
workshop, our Modernise Communications 
workshop will deliver simplicity, security, and 
productivity.
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www.core.co.uk     hello@core.co.uk     +44 20 7626 0516

“Probably the most professional training session I’ve ever been on. 
Massively impressed.”
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https://6033395.fs1.hubspotusercontent-na1.net/hubfs/6033395/Workshop%20overviews/Modernise-Communications-Workshop-Art-of-the-Possible.pdf
https://www.core.co.uk/cs/c/?cta_guid=e897de2e-c0e7-4151-b5b9-e3189d7995dc&signature=AAH58kEnwtge7_HhJSyoXBarUXoNIVnIIg&pageId=35956324045&placement_guid=729ad205-fb97-4807-ad83-41839d531b36&click=f3808866-5739-4641-ab39-e38421201090&hsutk=2b893ffd74094f96172952005775391b&canon=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.core.co.uk%2Fmicrosoft-workshops&utm_referrer=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.core.co.uk%2F&portal_id=6033395&redirect_url=APefjpGQ2oLXyB_fDDLxmo44Czkxmk--iAe6mqaT0McXNfCPZouJEoY2Dmlo4J0TRdxygYYRpW6WLUdWvrdYmaAdyrqXTfhkoiJF98rhJ63Y-WzYcA0p64v1aB2IGVpB1PUU-LHKZfzQ0Sj32wC3TzWuEdGthkKv3dYoiBvuOdFQZ4pvVkBGTloJ9wDTUrjGGNpPpCehtvfizAc8jEmVRgN0eBKwcFxAiApueGSCkmueCwZoIiMSoNCRn9Aa0m-aLz34kMPhoXXT-QB5B7jzvz1PkYqVHd5BdPTsTU6rrSWXCnKex3Q2HmI&__hstc=52503671.2b893ffd74094f96172952005775391b.1628093566631.1639758308621.1639771759054.204&__hssc=52503671.2.1639771759054&__hsfp=1512485981&contentType=standard-page
http://www.core.co.uk
mailto:hello%40core.co.uk?subject=
https://www.core.co.uk/
https://www.facebook.com/CoreTechnologyUK/
https://www.linkedin.com/company/core-technology-systems-uk-limited/
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ART OF THE POSSIBLE WORKSHOP

Microsoft 365 Digital Workforce
Our Microsoft 365 Digital Workforce workshop is a combination of presentations and immersive 
experiences that will educate and excite your organisation on the Microsoft 365 capabilities and 
uncover business use cases and priorities.  

Envision agile work scenarios and learn how to enable your people to be productive by transitioning 
to cloud with Microsoft 365.

Download PDF for workshop details

Request workshop

www.core.co.uk     hello@core.co.uk     +44 20 7626 0516

“We first started working with Core a year ago and quickly 
developed a great working relationship. Core have provided 

expertise in a number of areas and have been extremely supportive. 
What has been great about Core is how they work to understand 

your business and support a collaborative style of working.”
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Envision agile work scenarios and learn how to 
enable your people to be productive by transitioning 
to cloud with Microsoft 365.
The ‘Art of the Possible’ is a combination of presentations and immersive experiences 
that will educate and excite your organisation on the Microsoft 365 capabilities and 
uncover business use cases and priorities.

Topics covered in the workshop

Secure Journey to Cloud with 
Microsoft 365 
Microsoft’s end-to-end, integrated 
portfolio of cloud solutions across 
Microsoft 365, Dynamics 365, and Azure 
is built on a foundation of security and 
privacy and helps every organisation 
in every industry build resilience and 
improve the bottom line.

The good news? Core have a heritage of 
successfully delivering Microsoft solutions 
to UK businesses, and as a Gold Partner, 
we’re ready to help you on your journey.

Azure AD Business Value 
In a modern workplace, centralising 
visibility and control of your users, 
devices, and apps is key. You need a 
solution that can connect everything, give 
you visibility to your entire digital estate, 
ensure that only right people have the 
right access to the right resources, while 
keeping threats out.

Microsoft’s Azure Active Directory is the 
universal identity platform that helps you 
manage and secure all of your users and 
access to all your apps, and Core is the 
partner who can show you how. 

Transition to cloud cost savings 
Transitioning to the cloud is an 
opportunity to improve efficiencies. 
Learn how you can support remote 
working while cutting costs. 
Understand what non-essential 
business expenses you can cut out.

Discover new ways of driving workforce 
efficiencies, and how Microsoft 365 can 
bring benefits to your business, your IT 
teams, and to your employees.

Core’s Microsoft 365 
Digital Workforce - 
Art of the Possible 
Workshop will 
unlock ways to:

Tried and tested solutions to overcome 
the hybrid paradox

Enable employees to be more 
productive from anywhere

Realise cost savings during and after 
your transition

Use Azure AD to improve visibility and 
control over your estate

Start your journey securely, with a 
zero-trust network

Leverage Core’s 30-year experience 
delivering Microsoft solutions

Microsoft 365 
Digital Workforce - 
Art of the Possible
Powered by Microsoft, delivered by Core
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ENGAGE WORKSHOP

Next steps
Core helps organisations realise the value 
and transformational impact of the Microsoft 
365 suite, so book the Microsoft 365 Digital 
Workforce workshop for your business today.

Request your Microsoft 
365 Digital Workforce 
Workshop today.

Request workshop

www.core.co.uk     hello@core.co.uk     +44 20 7626 0516

Why Core?
Microsoft products have led businesses to superior levels of productivity, 
security, and growth.
Core’s focused experience and capabilities allow us to demonstrate excellence in what we do, guiding our customers 
through growth, reducing costs through efficiencies, and repeatedly driving success with world-class technology platforms.

We’ve been delivering Microsoft products for three decades, and as a Gold partner with more than ten gold competencies, 
we’ve got the experience and credibility to help you on your journey.

Wherever you are on your cloud journey, we’d love to help you.

Topics covered in the workshop

Hybrid Work 
Empowering people to thrive in a more flexible work 
world requires rethinking everything from how you 
empower managers, to how you create culture, to how 
you re-imagine the employee experience.

We’ll demonstrate how to achieve hybrid work 
successfully.

Start your Journey with Zero Trust 
The traditional network and security perimeter model has 
disappeared as where we work has evolved to a mix of 
locations and models from remote to hybrid. No matter 
where workers are, access to variety of tools on-premises 
or in the cloud is essential to be able to easily collaborate 
with partners, employees and customers.

Immersive Experience 
Experience how Microsoft 365 can be used within your 
organisation, either through a live demo or as a virtual 
experience, to see how each element of the Transition 
to Cloud workshop is used to implement and foster 
a company-wide engagement initiative outside the 
conventional office environment.
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https://6033395.fs1.hubspotusercontent-na1.net/hubfs/6033395/Workshop%20overviews/Microsoft-365-Digital-Workforce-Workshop-Art-of-the-Possible.pdf
https://www.core.co.uk/cs/c/?cta_guid=431148f7-0080-4446-bf63-182a40012be5&signature=AAH58kGv1Eftw15a0UUHXr-iRdxW-gPAzQ&pageId=35956324045&placement_guid=31313172-b43a-41b1-81f8-6fbafe3a7a2e&click=6f46188e-1e4d-4714-b923-830d5326eecf&hsutk=2b893ffd74094f96172952005775391b&canon=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.core.co.uk%2Fmicrosoft-workshops&utm_referrer=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.core.co.uk%2F&portal_id=6033395&redirect_url=APefjpGEpeJ3o7-LSuie3ahU8Uc_02VfWZve_9l9ySshz6joH0CdTQIzyoFcvnzBgKV_gfMLQxSVLD1kd7ttMHd_Ry0LxhJ3kvuLI-WHgMNlBWd2MqY_JS5WpSGIkQ4huDu_0zC7PZvF-saVc_orkH6rZmNicd0N8vOhHcAZVEhPRFZ6z8PGvOrpK9mDcP8UAwHNP7cj-Vo_oUGyi_ER2fZRyW0qpp9le-yRqqoDCVZw2brKEyaTSclcCpLUPcbprIeTzifKZ1J-WcPg3MXaQx4DYkPopfCVNJWyLpC88mM2DEh57d_PR_0&__hstc=52503671.2b893ffd74094f96172952005775391b.1628093566631.1639758308621.1639771759054.204&__hssc=52503671.2.1639771759054&__hsfp=1512485981&contentType=standard-page
http://www.core.co.uk
mailto:hello%40core.co.uk?subject=
https://www.core.co.uk/
https://www.facebook.com/CoreTechnologyUK/
https://www.linkedin.com/company/core-technology-systems-uk-limited/
https://twitter.com/CoreGB


ART OF THE POSSIBLE WORKSHOP

Collaborative Apps
Our Collaborative Apps - Art of the Possible Workshop is for business and IT leaders and provides 
all the information you need to fully understand the power of Microsoft Teams, Teams App, Teams 
Voice, and Teams Meetings. Learn how Microsoft’s fastest growing product can simplify your 
business.  

Unlock tools and features that not only improve communication and collaboration, but also simplify 
and automate businesses processes.

Download PDF for workshop details

Request workshop

www.core.co.uk     hello@core.co.uk     +44 20 7626 0516

“James did an amazing job delivering an engaging and informative 
workshop and showed what is essential and achievable through 

Microsoft Teams. They received a brilliantly detailed summary document 
from the workshop and were very complimentary of James.”
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The way we work has changed forever. Empower, enlighten, and 
enable your users with Microsoft Teams.
Collarorative Apps Art of the Possible is a one-day workshop delivered by our 
Microsoft & Client Solutions Specialist Team to demonstrate the true power and value 
of Microsoft Teams.

Unlock tools and features that not only improve communication and collaboration, but 
also simplify and automate business processes.

The modern workplace is transforming business, our lives and the way we work. By 
harnessing the full potential of of Microsoft Teams, organisations can benefit from 
seamless communication, effective collaboration, and increased efficiencies wherever 
their teams may be.

Solutions overview 
Discover how Microsoft Teams 
can address the challenges of the 
modern workplace: remote workers, 
off-site meetings, flexible schedules, 
geographically-dispersed teams, multiple 
communication channels and ways of 
sharing files and information.

Teams meetings 
Discover the powerful productivity tools 
that growth organisations are using 
today, and see how your organisation 
can benefit from effective communication 
and collaboration tools.

Teams app 
Unlock even greater productivity 
with Teams App, a hub for modern 
businesses. The modern workplace is 
no longer confined to a desk or a laptop. 
Your employees can stay productive even 
while they travel to meetings.

Teams voice 
Microsoft Teams Voice is a feature-rich 
telephony solution designed to enable 
the modern workplace. Users experience 
familiarity, convenience, and simplicity, 
while businesses benefit from improved 
productivity, simplified IT management, 
and reduced IT costs.

Your path to 
success with 
Microsoft Teams

Core’s Collaborative Apps Art of the 
Possible Workshop is for business 
and IT leaders and provides all 
the information you need to fully 
understand the power of Microsoft 
Teams, Teams Voice, and Teams 
Meetings. Learn how Microsoft’s 
fastest growing product can simplify 
your business.

Realise the business value of 
Microsoft Teams

Identify processes to automate 
with Teams

Deliver improved performance 
and productivity, and reduce 
cost

Collaborative Apps - 
Art of the Possible
Powered by Microsoft, delivered by Core
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ENGAGE WORKSHOP

The Approach
Core’s Art of the Possible Workshop has been 
designed to meet the unique needs of your business.
This business decision maker workshop will develop an understanding 
among stakeholders of the results you can achieve by using Microsoft 
Teams to its fullest.

Optional modules we also offer include:

Immersive workshops

Here’s what you’ll experience:

Overview of 
hybrid work

Overview of the meeting 
experience with Teams Apps

Overview of the business 
process automation with 
low code

Overview of custom 
LOB apps

Demos and 
experience

Any additional modules 
you select

Meeting and Operational 
Efficiency

• Meeting Extensibility

• Virtual Visits and Visitor 
Management

Innovation through Automation

• Ticket Resolution and 
Self-Service Support

• Approvals and Digital 
Signing

• Project Management

Frontline Worker

• Scheduling and Cover 
Management

• Frontline Process 
Automation

Foundations

• Identity and SSO

• App Governance Guide

Next steps
Core helps organisations realise the value and 
transformational impact of the Microsoft 365 
suite, so book the Collaborative Apps workshop 
for your business today.

Request your 
Collaborative Apps 
Workshop today.

Request workshop

www.core.co.uk     hello@core.co.uk     +44 20 7626 0516
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https://6033395.fs1.hubspotusercontent-na1.net/hubfs/6033395/Workshop%20overviews/Collaborative-Apps-Workshop-Art-of-the-Possible.pdf
https://www.core.co.uk/cs/c/?cta_guid=2d0ab673-ffa1-45ef-8176-61c9191c4ff3&signature=AAH58kEKyQumWPiFYWhQRvlBINeK7Rf8xA&pageId=35956324045&placement_guid=37e30041-f81b-43ac-bd06-74c6bb8e450c&click=925fa7d1-f507-4285-934f-dd2813252099&hsutk=2b893ffd74094f96172952005775391b&canon=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.core.co.uk%2Fmicrosoft-workshops&utm_referrer=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.core.co.uk%2F&portal_id=6033395&redirect_url=APefjpHxJbxCP32fIbu5ISNVKNOEB7E666MUrfUm93vKLLT7ImPstcXIM5bXggbLL02VEUWvkV-3h0sY7W2iSfUuyK_YjRfwalVbk2QVO7vHPocMt_JMICUT_GG-qTf181dzVeXTVhcUCHDx6yyZFGBqIfsEDx-brtKbHNV0RZIJEI1fEVw1Lvj6PydSKel4xg4cs9JnOeDN_vxnMyu35U_hwnHKBpvZAGkAnYSNiiiCThYSTlDqZKLVAZdvNy2GapsPV0BXe_O7AVqJ2E22UG5DN82ZffcfOcXNGKfXxmKyAIDwSZR5oOk&__hstc=52503671.2b893ffd74094f96172952005775391b.1628093566631.1639758308621.1639771759054.204&__hssc=52503671.2.1639771759054&__hsfp=1512485981&contentType=standard-page
http://www.core.co.uk
mailto:hello%40core.co.uk?subject=
https://www.core.co.uk/
https://www.facebook.com/CoreTechnologyUK/
https://www.linkedin.com/company/core-technology-systems-uk-limited/
https://twitter.com/CoreGB


ENGAGE WORKSHOP

Protect and Govern Sensitive Data
Protecting information is critical to ensuring trust, but also to meeting internal and external 
compliance requirements. As your business-critical data expands and your workforce shifts to a 
hybrid model, having an integrated approach to mitigating and controlling privacy and regulatory 
risks is more important than ever.  

During this workshop we’ll identify privacy and regulatory risks in Dark Data within your 
organisation and demonstrate how to mitigate them.

Download PDF for workshop details

Request workshop

www.core.co.uk     hello@core.co.uk     +44 20 7626 0516

“Your team are a credit to you as I found all who I encountered to 
be both helpful and knowledgeable in equal measure.”
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Discover sensitive data
Identify privacy and regulatory risks in dark data and 
learn how to mitigate them.

Protecting information is critical to ensuring trust, but also to 
meeting internal and external compliance requirements.
Data security and compliance requirements have become more challenging as people 
work in new ways, creating and sharing data across boundaries. While mobility and 
cloud services have helped users become more productive and collaborative, securing 
and monitoring the data has become harder. Businesses now need to protect sensitive 
information across devices, SaaS applications and cloud services, in addition to 
on-premise environments.

As your business-critical data expands and your workforce shifts to a hybrid model, 
having an integrated approach to mitigating and controlling privacy and regulatory 
risks is more important than everexperience.

Workshop overview

Data Risk Check 
The Data Risk Check in its core will 
identify privacy and regulatory risks in 
Exchange Online, SharePoint Online, 
OneDrive for Business and Teams and 
can be extended with optional modules to 
scan on-premises data repositories and 
Windows 10 Endpoints.

Data Protection Baseline Assessment 
This session comprises a Compliance 
Manager-based activity that assesses 
your Microsoft 365 environment against 
a set of controls for key regulations and 
standards for data protection and general 
data governance.

You will receive recommendations 
for improvement together with 
implementation guidance.

Microsoft Compliance Overview 
The third activity for the Workshop: Data 
Risk Management is focused on getting 
to know Microsoft’s compliance vision 
and product suite.

We’ll introduce the Microsoft 365 
Compliance Overview, and outline 
Microsoft’s approach to providing 
integrated compliance.

What you can 
expect from the 
workshop

Understand the risks of Dark Data

Learn the hidden privacy and 
regulatory risks of dark data and 
how to mitigate them

Assess your organisation’s dark 
data risks with Data Risk Check

Assess your environment against 
the Data Protection Baseline

Receive an analysis and report on 
findings and associated risks

Learn about tools and services that 
can mitigate risks

Explore recommendations and 
next steps

Protect and Govern 
Sensitive Data
Powered by Microsoft, delivered by Core
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ENGAGE WORKSHOP

Next steps
Core helps organisations realise the value and 
transformational impact of the Microsoft 365 
suite, so book the Protect and Govern Sensitive 
Data workshop for your business today.

Request your Protect and 
Govern Sensitive Data 
Workshop today.

Request workshop

www.core.co.uk     hello@core.co.uk     +44 20 7626 0516

Why Core?
Since 2001 when Core deployed the first installation of SharePoint in the UK, Microsoft 
products have led businesses to superior levels of productivity, security, and growth. 
Our focused experience and capabilities allow us to demonstrate excellence in what we do, 
guiding our customers through growth, reducing costs through efficiencies, and repeatedly 
driving success with world-class technology platforms.

Wherever you are on your cloud journey, we’d love to help you.

Recommendations and Next Steps
The final activity in our Protect and Govern Sensitive Data workshop 
will focus on bringing together what we’ve learned about your 
organisation, what we have found during the Data Risk Check, and 
the Microsoft product portfolio.

We’ll then use this data to demonstrate how you can mitigate your 
risk, and build a list of actionable next steps.

Address compliance risks head on 
with our workshop
Protecting information, wherever it goes, is critical to ensuring trust 
and meeting compliance requirements. But first, you need to know 
what data you have, where it is, how it’s being used, and compliance 
risks that may exist.

The workshop will give you the insights you need to discover, protect, 
and govern your corporate data.
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Data Risk Check
Identify compliance risks

Data Protection Baseline Assessment
Performance against key data protection 
standards and regulations

Recommendations
and Next Steps

Microsoft Compliance Overview
Compliance vision, Integrated solutions,
Products and services
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https://6033395.fs1.hubspotusercontent-na1.net/hubfs/6033395/Workshop%20overviews/Protect-and-Govern-Sensitive-Data-Workshop.pdf
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ENGAGE WORKSHOP

Defend Against Threats
Organisations today are managing a growing volume of data and alerts while dealing with tight 
budgets and vulnerable legacy systems. Get help achieving your broader security objectives and 
identify current and real threats by scheduling our Defend Against Threats workshop.  

We’ll help you develop a strategic plan customised for your organisation and based on the 
recommendations of Microsoft cybersecurity experts. You’ll gain visibility into immediate threats 
across email, identity, and data, plus clarity and support on how to upgrade your security posture 
for the long term.

Download PDF for workshop details

Request workshop

www.core.co.uk     hello@core.co.uk     +44 20 7626 0516

“Just a quick note to say thank you for the session earlier, we have had 
some really positive feedback from the end users so thank you from us.”
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Organisations today are managing a growing volume of data and alerts while dealing 
with tight budgets and vulnerable legacy systems. Get help achieving your broader 
security objectives, and identify current and real threats by scheduling Core’s Defend 
Against Threats Workshop.

We can help you develop a strategic plan customised for your organisation and based 
on the recommendations of Microsoft cybersecurity experts. You’ll gain visibility into 
immediate threats across email, identity, and data, plus clarity and support on how to 
upgrade your security posture for the long term.

Workshop modules

Threat Check 
Using Microsoft 365 Defender, Azure 
Active Directory Identity Protection, and 
Microsoft Cloud App Security, we’ll reveal 
active risks that are currently exposing 
your business, and provide solutions to 
mitigate them. We’ll analyse your email, 
identity, and data across your Microsoft 
tenant to give you a full view of your 
security posture.

Cost Savings 
The cost savings module is optional, 
and focuses on how Microsoft Security 
products can help you reduce costs, 
while demonstrating value.

By analysing your existing security 
solutions and licensing, we’ll demonstrate 
how Microsoft Security will not only 
reveal active threats, but could also 
reduce your operational costs.

What you can 
expect?

Deep analysis from Threat 
Check of cyberattack 
threats found targeting your 
organisation

Actionable recommendations to 
help immediately mitigate the 
identified threats

A detailed assessment of 
your IT and security priorities 
and initiatives, direct from 
cybersecurity pros

An inside look at Microsoft’s 
holistic approach to security, 
and how it relates to your 
organisation

Demonstrations of integrated 
security, including the latest 
tools and methods

Long-term recommendations 
from Microsoft experts about 
your security strategy, with key 
initiatives and tactical next steps

Improve your security 
posture with our threat 
protection workshop
Learn how to put next-generation Microsoft security 
tools to work for you.

Defend Against 
Threats Workshop
Powered by Microsoft, delivered by Core
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ENGAGE WORKSHOP

Top threats
Core’s Defend Against Threats workshop uncovers threats across your Microsoft 
platform. Some of the top threats we find during threat detection include:

• Leaked Credentials

• Malware Detection

• Brute Force Attacks

• Phishing Attempts

• Suspicious Sign-in Activity

• Suspicious Mailbox Activity

• Unusual User Activity

Next steps
Core helps organisations realise the value and 
transformational impact of the Microsoft 365 
suite, so book the Defend Against Threats 
workshop for your business today.

Request your Defend 
Against Threats 
Workshop today.

Request workshop

www.core.co.uk     hello@core.co.uk     +44 20 7626 0516

Endpoint Protection 
Endpoint Protection is an optional 
module designed to gain insights on 
active threats to your Windows 10 
endpoints. Using Microsoft Defender, 
we’ll analyse your priorities for an 
endpoint detection and response 
solution, then deploy Microsoft 
Defender for Endpoint into a subset 
of your production environment. 
Following the discovery of threats, 
we’ll demonstrate how you can harden 
the surface of your Windows 10 
environment.

Hybrid Identity 
Hybrid identity is an optional module 
in the Threat Protection workshop. 
After an initial analysis of your Active 
Directory structure, we’ll define, 
scope and deploy Microsoft Defender 
for Identity in your production 
environment, configuring sensors on 
agreed AD servers. Once running, 
Microsoft Defender for Identity will 
reveal threats and weaknesses within 
your AD infrastructure, which we 
will then provide guidance on how to 
mitigate.

Why Core?
Since 2001 when Core deployed the first installation of SharePoint in the UK, Microsoft 
products have led businesses to superior levels of productivity, security, and growth. 
Our focused experience and capabilities allow us to demonstrate excellence in what we do, 
guiding our customers through growth, reducing costs through efficiencies, and repeatedly 
driving success with world-class technology platforms.

Wherever you are on your cloud journey, we’d love to help you.
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ENGAGE WORKSHOP

Securing Identities
Identity is the control plane for digital transformation. Organisational barriers are blurring between 
who is inside and outside of a company’s network. Cloud apps and the increasing use of personal 
devices and remote work means that data is no longer centralised behind a traditional network edge.  

With identity attacks on the rise, organisations need the right tools and resources to evolve their 
infrastructures by securing identities. We will help you find identity risks happening now in your 
environment, gain insights on your application landscape, and improve your identity security 
posture.

Download PDF for workshop details

Request workshop

www.core.co.uk     hello@core.co.uk     +44 20 7626 0516

“Core provided detailed and engaging professional insight to our plan to 
migrate to Exchange Online. The deep dive of our systems has produced 
an actionable document that will prove invaluable. This is in keeping with 

Core’s previous excellent briefings on Teams and Security.”
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Secure Score 
In this module we’ll assess your 
organisation’s security posture across 
identity, devices, information, apps, and 
infrastructure. Using threat-prioritised 
insights and guidance, we will identify 
where to improve your security posture, 
and how by using integrated workflow 
capabilities, we can determine impact and 
implementation procedures.

Application Discovery 
Discover how to manage all your 
organisations apps from a single central 
location, connect your workforce to any 
app, and even protect and govern access. 
In a hybrid working world, enabling 
identity-based access to business critical 
applications is fundamental. We’ll show 
you how this can be achieved with no 
compromise on security.

Azure AD Application Management 
In this session we’ll walk you through one 
important area of Azure Active Directory 
and that’s related to apps. Specifically, 
how and why you should bring all your 
apps under a single identity solution. We 
will spend a bit more time walking you 
through how to reduce some of your on-
premises footprint and how-to bring apps 
that may be on-premises to Azure AD.

Identity Fundamentals 
In this core module, we will be reviewing 
Azure AD integration scenarios, as well 
as Hybrid Identity options. We’ll take a 
deep dive into requirements, and arrive at 
some key design decisions that will shape 
your personalised deployment plan.

Multi-factor Authentication 
The MFA session is where we review 
Azure AD MFA, demonstrating options 
to enable MFA as well as it’s value, and 
we’ll unlock the settings to truly tailor the 
solution for your organisation.

Conditional Access (CA) 
Discover Conditional Access concepts 
with a deep dive into CA assignments, 
conditions and controls, and we’ll develop 
a high-level deployment plan for CXA 
within your organisation.

What you can expect
Get a rating of your identity security 
posture and see how it compares to 
your peers

Gain insights into apps used in your 
environment – even ones unsanctioned 
by IT

Understand how to prevent identities 
from being compromised

Learn how to reduce costs and 
improve business agility and security 
with simplified app access

Get a plan to improve your 
organisation’s security posture from 
a Microsoft Gold Partner with more 
than thirty years experience delivering 
Microsoft solutions

Identity is the control plane for digital transformation. Organisational barriers are 
blurring between who is inside and outside of a company’s network. Cloud apps and 
the increasing use of personal devices and remote work means that data is no longer 
centralised behind a traditional network edge.

With identity attacks on the rise, organisations need the right tools and resources to 
evolve their infrastructures by securing identities. We will help you find identity risks 
happening now in your environment, gain insights on your application landscape, and 
improve your identity security posture.

Workshop core modules

Improve your security 
posture with our Securing 
Identities workshop
An executive deep dive into foundational identity.

Securing Identities 
Workshop
Powered by Microsoft, delivered by Core
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Next steps
Core helps organisations realise the value and 
transformational impact of the Microsoft 365 
suite, so book the Securing Identities workshop 
for your business today.

Request your Securing 
Identities Workshop 
today.

Request workshop

www.core.co.uk     hello@core.co.uk     +44 20 7626 0516

Why Core?
Since 2001 when Core deployed the first installation of SharePoint in the UK, Microsoft 
products have led businesses to superior levels of productivity, security, and growth. 
Our focused experience and capabilities allow us to demonstrate excellence in what we do, 
guiding our customers through growth, reducing costs through efficiencies, and repeatedly 
driving success with world-class technology platforms.

Wherever you are on your cloud journey, we’d love to help you.

Optional modules we also offer include:

Passwordless

Providing a better user experience, 
strong, devicebased authentication 
methods can provide as much 
security as traditional password 
and MFA models.

Learn how your business can 
reduce administration and improve 
the employee experience without 
compromising security.

Endpoint Compliance

Endpoint Manager combines the 
Microsoft Intune and Configuration 
Manager solutions to provide 
modern management of endpoints 
with the protection of a Zero Trust 
strategy.

Learn where endpoint compliance 
fits into your organisation’s 
environment, and discover the 
business benefits of the modern 
desktop.
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